


 

Moss Living celebrates functional yet luxurious pieces that transcend seasons and 

trends. We focus on perfecting the basics that pay homage to linen in its purest form, 

blurring the lines between comfort and contemporary. 

 

We create a beautiful bedding range that is simplified in style and curated in a 

collection of tones that will effortlessly blend into any home. We are committed to slow 

fashion, with sustainability remaining at the forefront of every decision we make. 

 



Natural Noir Sundae White



Our Bedding Collection is luxuriously soft, durable and 

designed to last a lifetime. It's an ode to simplistic living, 

with the intention of your home being your haven. 

Featuring a range of curated tones designed to mix and 

match available in duvet sets, fitted sheets, flat sheets and 

pillowcase sets. Crafted sustainably from midweight GOTS 

certified French Flax Linen utilising AZO-free dye.





Our core values include 

sustainability and philanthropy, 

bridging the connection between

consumer and the environment. 

 

Recognising our responsibility to the 

planet and the people that craft each 

garment, we build our brand through 

thoughtful practices only utilising 

the purest form of certified 100% 

French Flax Linen.



Marine Stripe





Olive Stripe



We create bedding for people to 

have their most restful sleep 

yet; to sleep peacefully and feel 

restored. 

 

Our sheets are so luxuriously 

soft, you’ll never want to get 

out of bed!





Our beautiful French Flax Linen 

throws will be a welcome addition to 

your home. Made from a heavy 

340 GSM, in an extra large size 

they're warm, soft and luxurious. An 

ideal item to add texture to your 

bedding, a picnic throw, or cosy layer 

on your couch

Linen Throws



Treat yourself to our luxurious linen 

bath towels. 

 

Available in a beautiful range of 

colours – from Moss to Noir, Olive 

and Charcoal Stripe, to Sundae 

White – our gorgeous linen bath 

towels are soft to the touch and 

gentle on skin while also 

complimenting your existing 

bathroom décor.

Linen Towels
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